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Know Your
Risks
Filter the Noise



YOU HOLD PRIVACY AND
SECURITY RISKS 

PRIVACY VIOLATIONS
“We are worried that our employees and partners might
be using data that violates privacy laws”

TOO BROAD ACCESS
“We suspect many data sets might have stale access or no
access controls”

ORPHANED DATA
"Data mapping is easy but we don’t know who is
responsible for the data"
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STALE DATA
“We can’t tell what data is actually being used, hence we
don’t know what data can be deleted” 
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NO MONITORING CAPABILITIES
"We don’t have a way to monitor data activities and
privacy risks”
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Actual problems stated by customers



Identifies non-compliant data activities

Locates unused data

Finds data assets with too broad access

privileges

 

PurposeGraph brings artificial intelligence and

privacy engineering to analyze millions of

activities and thousands of data tables in your

data lake . It uses intelligence to monitor and

identify privacy and security risks . Our solution

does the heavy lifting so that you can focus on

important data protection issues .

 

We apply artificial intelligence to surface data

protection issues in data lakes and big data

environments . For example ,  

 

 

Privacy violations and security incidents can cost

you millions of $ and cause irreparable damage to

your reputation . Problem is that you can 't look

through millions of data activities and data tables

to identify privacy risks . Your traditional tools and

processes can 't scale to handle today 's complexity

and volume .

PROBLEM

PRIVACY
ENGINEERING & AI



'The what '  - Indexes data sources - structured , unstructured , and

semi-structured .

'The who '   - Analyzes who is accessing and sharing data .

Identifies usage patterns .

'The why '   - Collects and validates the most critical factor the

purpose behind data use .

We offer a unique approach to tackle data privacy and security in a

scalable way . Unlike other data mapping and governance tools

that focus on data inventory , PurposeGraph focuses on all aspects -

the data , its usage , and its purpose . We build deep intelligence on

how an organization uses data . We call it the 'Purpose Graph .

 

Purpose Graph intelligently connects

PURPOSE GRAPH

Our solution is non-intrusive , your employees and partners can

continue to use the data as they do today . PurposeGraph is easy to

add or remove . It needs access to read access to metadata , data ,

and activity logs . Our solution can connect to your big data sources

that are stored on-premises or on the cloud .

NON INTRUSIVE



TOP BENEFITS

Data Use Monitoring
PurposeGraph is the only solution that checks the purpose

behind the data use . We monitor data access activities and

the purpose behind those activities to flag any wrongful use

of data .

 

Data Minimization
Companies accumulate data over years and many of these

data remain unused . These stale data assets pose significant

security risks . PurposeGraph lists all the unused data assets

and helps you minimize security risk exposure .

 

Access Privilege Audit
In most companies , access privileges are too broad and

outdated . PurposeGraph audits access privileges to expose

data assets with no access control or users who have too

broad access .

 

DPIA of GDPR/CCPA
PurposeGraph can identify projects and teams using

sensitive data . Our algorithm helps customers to identify

data owners for data assets . Privacy managers can collect

critical metadata to complete risk assessments .

 

Audit Trail and ROPA for CCPA/GDPR
Creates an audit trail of who accessed what and for what

reasons . The solution also tracks the history of who

approved the use . Auditors can drill down to individual

activities and produce the right record of processing

activities for regulators and internal auditors .
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UNLOCK YOUR DATA
Businesses are at a critical crossroads . You want to empower

employees with rich data to compete in today 's data-centric

marketplace . On the other hand , you face growing security

threats and stricter data protection regulations . Adding new

compliance processes is not a solution . It will limit data flow

and will hinder innovation . oneDPO can operationalize data

privacy and governance without hindering data flow .

Data Risks

Value
from
Data

High

Low

LowHigh

oneDPO
Privacy Engineering

Process Tools

OneDPO gives superpowers to privacy

managers to tackle real privacy risks !

Sign up for a demo at www .oneDPO .com

EASY INTEGRATION
OneDPO integrates with existing enterprise application and

services such as Active Directory , all major structured

databases , and semi-structured data sources (Hive , HBase ,

Presto). Our solution can be easily deployed on the cloud

(Amazon AWS , Microsoft Azure , Google GCP) or on-premises . 


